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a b s t r a c t 

With the ever growing popularity of mobile devices, the demand for wireless bandwidth has also in- 

creased, with the mobile users now expecting wireless network quality similar to what they experience 

with wired networks. Wireless LANs have evolved over the last twenty years, with major breakthrough 

technologies such as OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), MIMO (Multiple Input Mul- 

tiple Output), and MU (Multi-User)-MIMO. The latest IEEE 802.11ac standard supports up to 6.9 Gb/s 

theoretical capacity, but it could only be achieved with 8-streams in a “perfect” environment. Commer- 

cial 802.11ac wave 2 APs that include MU-MIMO capability, have only recently been made available in 

the market. We deployed a few APs from different vendors (that uses chipsets from different vendors) in 

various office environments and measured user throughput on smartphone mobile devices. We observe 

an enormous gap between theory and practice, with MU-MIMO often providing less throughput than 

SU (Single User)-MIMO in various network environments. We analyze the root cause of performance is- 

sues and suggest future research directions to achieve Gb/s Wi-Fi in practical deployments. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN, Wi-Fi, is a widely used wireless com-

munication technology. As the popularity of smartphones and mo-

bile devices has risen, the availability and performance expecta-

tion of Wi-Fi connection has also increased, thanks to its ease

of deployment and cost effectiveness. The technology itself has

evolved over the years, with the link speed significantly being im-

proved. IEEE 802.11ac [1] , one of the latest standard specifications,

also focuses on physical capacity enhancements similar to its pre-

decessors. From the second wave product of 802.11ac, the maxi-

mum downlink capacity almost doubled from the first wave prod-

ucts through the implementation of Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO)

technology [2] . 

In MU-MIMO, a wireless Access Point (AP) can transmit mul-

tiple data streams simultaneously to multiple clients, thus increas-

ing the throughput in proportion to the number of streams. When

transmitting eight streams concurrently at 160 MHz channel

width, a single AP can achieve up to 6.9 Gb/s capacity as defined

in the standard specification. With typical consumer or enterprise

APs currently in the market, theoretical maximum capacity with

four antennas (four streams and 80 MHz bandwidth) is 1.7 Gb/s. 

Since MU-MIMO significantly improves wireless network capac-

ity, major AP and mobile device manufacturers have been adopting
∗ Corresponding author. 
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he latest WLAN specification to their high-end products. However,

here is a large wireless link speed gap between what the manu-

acturers advertise and the throughput experienced by the users.

n industry test report [3] showed that the aggregate through-

ut of MU-MIMO enabled devices was only about 100 Mb/s with

0 MHz bandwidth. A research study [4] reported that the ag-

regate throughput of MU-MIMO was less than that of Single-User

IMO (SU-MIMO) at 25% of their experimental settings. 

There have been numerous studies that systematically mea-

ure and analyze the performance of various wireless products and

echnologies. The performance of 802.11ac “wave 1” APs have been

eported [5,6] , but these APs do not implement MU-MIMO. There

ave been research results that demonstrate the feasibility and ef-

ectiveness of MU-MIMO [7–12] , but they used research platforms

uch as WARP (Wireless Open-Access Research Platform) [13] , Uni-

ersal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [14] , or Microsoft Research

oftware Radio (Sora) [15] that might not reflect the performance

 mobile user experiences in commercial deployments. Some man-

facturer’s test reports [3,16] measured MU-MIMO throughput, but

heir aim is to demonstrate the benefit of their specific product. A

ecent report [17] measured throughput of various MU-MIMO com-

odity APs, but their experimental setup is limited to a specific lab

nvironment where a wired connection between the AP’s antenna

nd VeriWave [18] equipment is used. 

We investigate the user throughput that commercial devices in

he current market can achieve through MU-MIMO in various in-

oor office environment, using various 802.11ac wave 2 APs (five

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2018.08.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Fig. 1. A MU-MIMO system. 
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ifferent models, three vendors, four chipsets) and smartphones

two different models). The term “user throughput”, which we use

hroughout this paper, represents the actual data rate delivered

o the receiver. We measure the throughput in both MU-MIMO

nd SU-MIMO settings to discover whether and when MU-MIMO

rovides performance benefits to the users, and analyze the main

ulprits that cause the throughput gap between theory and prac-

ise. We also suggest potential research directions to improve user

hroughput in WLANs. 

Our main findings are as follows: 

• We found that none except one Wi-Fi chipsets in our ex-

periment performs MU-MIMO transmission for two antenna-

enabled clients group. Moreover, one AP manufacturer, by de-

fault, does not activate MU-MIMO. 

• We reveal that MU-MIMO throughput has a positive gain over

SU-MIMO only in a limited, specific condition, and the maxi-

mum MU-MIMO throughput was less than SU-MIMO through-

put. 

• We discover that commercial APs perform non-optimal user

client grouping as channel probing latency exceeds channel co-

herence time. 

• We show that APs fail to adapt to environment changes due to

the lack of complete channel state information, resulting in low

throughput. 

• We identify other issues impacting user throughput, such as

APs not adjusting the number of streams, APs selecting wrong

transmission rates, and the application not adjusting the socket

buffer size. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide back-

round knowledge on MIMO and MU-MIMO in Section 2 and de-

cribe our experiment setup in Section 3 . In Section 4 , we pro-

ide results and analysis of our experiments in various settings.

e discuss in Section 5 how to overcome the performance is-

ues and suggest potential research directions. We then conclude

n Section 6 . 

. Background 

IEEE 802.11ac extends the existing 802.11n specification and in-

ludes wider bandwidth (160 MHz), higher modulation scheme

256 QAM), more spatial streams (up to 8), and downlink MU-

IMO for the Very High Throughput (VHT) communication. We

rovide the basic background of MIMO, as our study mainly fo-

uses on MIMO and MU-MIMO. 

.1. MIMO & MU-MIMO 

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is a system consisting

f a transmitter and a receiver with multiple antennas as shown in

ig. 1 . With multiple antennas, an AP can provide transmit diver-

ity by using Cyclic Shift Diversity (CSD), extend coverage by using
ransmit beamforming (TxBF), improve the transmission reliability

y using Space Time Block Coding (STBC), or increase the data rate

y using Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM). 

A key technology of the 802.11ac standard is MU-MIMO. While

U-MIMO supports only one user at a time, MU-MIMO can ac-

ommodate multiple users simultaneously so that the through-

ut, in theory, could be multiple times better than SU-MIMO. MU-

IMO utilizes SDM that sends multiple independent streams con-

urrently through multiple antennas [19,20] . In other words, when

here exist independent propagation paths between each transmit-

er’s antenna and receiver’s antenna pair, the network can utilize

ultiple independent bit streams in that channel. We refer to this

ndividual stream as a “spatial stream.” Therefore, when there are

ndependent paths, the maximum throughput can increase as the

umber of the spatial streams increases. 

The possible number of spatial streams is determined by the

umber of antennas of a transmitter and receivers; it cannot ex-

eed the maximum number of transmitter’s antennas and re-

eivers’ antennas. For example, if a transmitter has three antennas

nd two receivers have two antennas respectively, the maximum

umber of spatial streams is three. Commodity APs that support

U-MIMO usually has four antennas and thus could transmit up

o four streams simultaneously. 

Wireless signal experiences reflection, refraction, diffraction,

nd attenuation while travelling over the air, and the received sig-

al gets distorted. This phenomenon is called “fading,” and the ex-

ent of fading varies with each transmit and receive antenna pair

each spatial stream). A wireless communication system is repre-

ented by a mathematical model as shown in Eq. 1 , and the MIMO

ystem illustrated in Fig. 1 can be represented as Eq. (2) , where

 is the transmitted data, y is the received data, and h represents

hannel fading coefficient [21] . The channel state information, H ,

an be obtained by the channel sounding procedure or by analyz-

ng the uplink channel by the beamformer itself. 

 = Hx, (1) 

 

y 1 
y 2 
y 3 

] 

= 

[ 

h 11 h 12 h 13 

h 21 h 22 h 23 

h 31 h 32 h 33 

] [ 

x 1 
x 2 
x 3 

] 

. (2) 

In MIMO, an antenna receives not only a desired stream for it-

elf, but also other streams sent for other antennas. These other

treams act as interference to the antenna, and it is essential to

emove interference as well as compensate for distortions. While

here are several precoding techniques [22–25] , ZFBF (Zero Force

eamforming) [24] has been widely used for its simplicity. In ZFBF,

he transmitter calculates the pseudo-inverse matrix, W ZF , of H

 Eq. 3 ), and premultiply x by W ZF before the transmission ( Eq. (4) .

 ZF = H 

H (H H 

H ) −1 , (3)

 = HW ZF x. (4) 

.2. Multi-user beamforming in IEEE 802.11ac 

.2.1. Channel sounding 

In order to support 802.11ac MU-MIMO beamforming, a beam-

ormer (i.e., AP) must be informed of the channel state from the

eamformees (i.e., clients) as shown in Fig. 2 . This channel state in-

ormation includes the attenuation and the phase difference from

he transmitted signal to the received one. With this feedback, a

eamformer transmits the desired signal to the beamformees by

ultiplying a precoding matrix. The beamformer broadcasts a Null

ata Packet Announcement (NDPA) packet to the beamformees

o notify the beginning of the channel sounding procedure and
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Fig. 2. Channel sounding procedure. 
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t

transmits a Null Data Packet (NDP) after the Short Inter-Frame

Space (SIFS) duration. NDP consists of short and long training sym-

bols. 

Each beamformee creates a feedback frame by measuring the

channel state from NDP and sends it to the AP (i.e., beamformer).

To avoid collision between the feedback frames, the beamformer

specifies in NDPA the ID of the beamformees and the sending or-

der of the feedback. The beamformee in the first order sends the

feedback first, and the rest send their feedback after receiving the

beamforming report poll from the beamformer. 

2.2.2. Beamforming feedback 

A beamformee provides the AP with a beamforming feedback

during the channel sounding procedure. The feedback frame con-

sists of VHT MIMO control field, compressed beamforming report,

and MU-Exclusive beamforming report [1] . The VHT MIMO con-

trol field contains MIMO configurations such as the bandwidth and

the resolution of the feedback information. The compressed beam-

forming report contains average SNR and the compressed form of

the channel matrix called the V-matrix . The MU-Exclusive beam-

forming report is a newly added field for MU-MIMO. It contains

delta SNR per sub-carrier, which is the difference from the average

SNR. 

The compressed beamforming feedback scheme differs from the

full CSI feedback scheme in that each field of the compressed

beamforming is a value for each spatial stream, not the change

from a transmit antenna to a receive antenna. The V-matrix is ob-

tained by applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to the full

CSI matrix H , and it is compressed to several angles by using the

Givens rotation method to reduce the amount of required bits to

express real values [26] . 

The delta SNR field of the MU-Exclusive beamforming report is

computed by using Eq. (5) : 

�SNR k,i = 10 log 10 

(‖ H k V k,i ‖ 

2 

N 

)
− SNR i (5)

where V k, i is the i th column of the V-matrix at sub-carrier k, N

is the noise-plus-interference power, and SNR i is the average SNR

of the i th spatial stream. The specification document limits the

range of the calculated SNR from −8 dB to 7 dB. This field rep-

resents the spatial characteristics for each sub-carrier caused by

the environment. SNR per sub-carrier can thus be utilized to in-

crease throughput (e.g., use only the sub-carriers with high SNR).

The IEEE 802.11ac specification does not detail how this informa-

tion is exploited in the decision of the beamformer and thus its

implementation is chip vendor dependent. 

2.2.3. User grouping 

In MU-MIMO, user grouping involves an AP selecting a proper

set of users for transmissions. When a client is associated to an

AP, the AP sends a group ID management action frame to notify

the client of the group membership along with a symbolic, rela-

tive geographical position within the group. If the AP detects the
hange in the client’s channel state, it can change the information

or the client and send this action frame again with the revised

nformation. Based on the group information and channel state,

he AP selects clients to perform beamforming and specifies the

roup information in the PHY header of each data frame. The IEEE

02.11ac specification does not define the user grouping algorithm

nd leaves it to each vendor’s implementation. 

.3. Channel capacity 

If channel capacity is known in advance, an AP can adapt to

hannel changes efficiently for user grouping and determining the

umber of streams [27] . Shannon–Hartley theorem is well known

or estimating the theoretical maximum capacity based on the sig-

al and noise power levels, and many studies have utilized the

heorem as a basis for channel capacity estimation [4,7,28,29] . In

IMO, channel capacity is calculated as Eq. (6) [30] . Here, the de-

erminant represents the MIMO channel gain: 

 (bps/Hz) = log 2 det 

(
I r + 

SNR 

N t 
HH 

H 
)
. (6)

MIMO requires the inverse matrix of H ( Eq. (2) ) for precoding.

ince not all H matrices are invertible, a pseudo-inverse matrix

s used to retrieve a precoding matrix for beamforming. SVD is a

idely used method to find the pseudo-inverse matrix. The chan-

el matrix H is decomposed into three matrices with SVD ( Eq. (7) ).

 and V are unitary matrices, and S is a diagonal matrix that con-

ists of singular values. The V matrix is delivered to the beam-

ormer and used for precoding. The Hermitian transpose of the U

atrix is multiplied by the received signal in the beamformee. By

he property of the unitary matrix, U 

H U and V 

H V become identical

atrices. As a result, the diagonal matrix remains, so that the in-

ut streams are delivered to each beamformee without interfering

ith each other in the ideal beamforming ( Eq. (8) ). 

 = USV 

H , (7)

 = U 

H (USV 

H ) V x = Sx. (8)

There are two important terms, a rank indicator and a condition

umber, which describe the channel capacity. The rank indicator is

he number of non-zero singular values of a matrix, the S matrix

n Eq. (7) . It indicates the number of independent communication

hannels in a wireless system. For example, the rank indicator one

n 2 × 2 MIMO channel means merely one stream is available in

his channel. The other term, a condition number, is the ratio of

he largest singular value to the smallest singular value. It rep-

esents the quality of spatial multiplexing. The maximum perfor-

ance is achieved when the condition number is one. 

. Experiment settings 

We describe how we set up our MU-MIMO and SU-MIMO

estbed with commercial 802.11ac devices. 
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Table 1 

802.11ac wave2 APs in our testbed where N × N : M in the MIMO column is N transmit and receive chains and M spatial streams supported 

by each device. 

Model ID AP vendor Wi-Fi chipset Bandwidth Modulation Support. rate (5 GHz only) MIMO User/group 

Model A Vendor1 Chipset1-A 80 MHz 256 QAM 2.53 (1.73) Gb/s 4 × 4:4 3 

Model B Vendor2 Chipset2 80 MHz 256 QAM 2.33 (1.73) Gb/s 4 × 4:4 3 

Model C Vendor2 Chipset3 80 MHz 1024 QAM 3.16 (2.16) Gb/s 4 × 4:4 3 

Model D Vendor1 Chipset4 160 MHz 1024 QAM 3.20 (2.6) Gb/s 4 × 4:3 3 

Model E Vendor3 Chipset1-B 80 MHz 256 QAM 2.53 (1.73) Gb/s 4 × 4:4 3 

Table 2 

Smartphones supporting 802.11ac wave2. 

Device name Wi-Fi chipset Support. rate MIMO 

Mobile1 Chipset1-C 866 Mb/s 2 × 2:2 

Mobile2 Chipset1-C 866 Mb/s 2 × 2:2 
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.1. Access points & clients 

Tables 1 and 2 show the 802.11ac wave2 capable devices and

heir specification that are used in our experiments. Most major AP

anufacturers used Wi-Fi chipsets manufactured by four vendors

hat support 802.11ac wave2 specification. Since the throughput

epends on the performance of the Wi-Fi chipset, we focused on

iversifying the chipset manufacturers than AP makers in select-

ng the APs. All APs are equipped with four antennas, which sup-

ort up to three clients per group for MU-MIMO transmissions. Un-

ike APs, there are not many chipset types that support MU-MIMO

or clients. By early 2017, only one chipset (Chipset1-C) supported

he 802.11ac wave2 specification. All clients we used are equipped

ith two antennas. We used these devices as single and multiple

ntenna clients by changing the Wi-Fi configuration on the device.

The data rates shown in Tables 1 and 2 are theoretical physical

ayer capacities that can be reached by using dual-band (2.4 GHz

nd 5 GHz) networks, in which AP manufacturers advertise. How-

ver, these APs cannot achieve the advertised throughput due to

he following hardware limitations: (i) Model C and Model D must

se 160 MHz bandwidth and 1024-QAM modulation for the max-

mum speed. However, since there is no client that supports such

eatures, the actual capacity of these APs is 1.7 Gb/s at 5 GHz

and. (ii) Except for the APs using Chipset1-A and Chipset1-B, no

Ps support the grouping of 2 × 2:2 clients. (iii) The wired network

ort (WAN/LAN) supports up to 1 Gb/s, which causes the speed of

he wireless downlink to be limited to 1 Gb/s. Vendor2 APs sup-

ort the link aggregation (IEEE 802.3ad) for providing 2 Gb/s of

AN/LAN link speed, but Vendor2 by default did not activate the

U-MIMO option due to performance issues. Therefore, the actual

aximum capacity of these APs in 5 GHz band is 1 Gb/s. Since

he chipsets not manufactured by Chipset1 vendor do not perform

U-MIMO transmission with the 2 × 2:2 clients, we used Model E

or our experiments. 

.2. Network configuration & environment 

We constructed a network testbed as shown in Fig. 3 . One

ired client (a laptop) and multiple wireless clients (smartphones)

re connected to a single AP, and the wired client generates net-

ork traffic towards all wireless clients. The AP then transmits the

eceived Ethernet traffic to smartphones through the wireless in-

erface. We used iperf to generate traffic and measure throughput.

e set the total sending rate not to exceed 700 Mb/s and set the

aximum sending rate for each client not to exceed 350 Mb/s. 

In order to measure accurate Wi-Fi performance, experiments

hould be done in an environment where interference from other

nfrastructure is removed, such as in a shield room. However,
easuring the achievable performance of the device itself is not

ur goal, and a shield room might not be a suitable environment

or measuring user throughput. We thus conducted all our exper-

ments in a real campus environment. We mainly measured Wi-

i throughput in indoor environments as MIMO has been devel-

ped for the indoor environment that is typical of WLAN deploy-

ents [21,31] . We used multiple classrooms, with each room size

f 8 m × 10 m ( Fig. 4 ). We measured MU-MIMO and SU-MIMO

hroughput with varying the position of clients, the number of

lients, the number of client antennas, and obstacles. To minimize

nterference from other Wi-Fi devices in different infrastructure, all

xperiments were conducted at night-time, where there was no

tudent (hence only the beacon frames from other networks exist).

e confirmed that other Wi-Fi network operated by the univer-

ity switched to channels in the UNII-1 band due to auto channel

election when we intensively used the UNII-3 band. Few APs re-

aining on the same frequency band did not affect our results as

hey only sent beacons. We also experimented in an outdoor open

pace ( Fig. 5 ), which did not have multipath signals. 

.3. Log analysis 

Due to the lack of detailed documentation and access to the

river and firmware source code of the Wi-Fi chipset on commer-

ial APs, we could not determine the exact algorithm of the AP

perations. To analyze the experiment results without the exact

nowledge of the AP’s operation, we collected three types of ex-

ernal logs from the client devices and wireless packets. 

.3.1. Throughput measurement 

For throughput measurement, we logged the data rate on the

lients and extracted the output files after the experiments. We

dded the timestamp to iperf’s throughput logs and used them for

ost processed time synchronization. 

.3.2. Sniffing wireless packets 

By sniffing the wireless packets exchanged between an AP and

lients, we can infer the operation of the AP. Tamosoft’s Commview

or Wi-Fi [32] is a software solution that captures Wi-Fi packets us-

ng an embedded Wi-Fi network interface card. This software not

nly captures IEEE 802.11 packets but also measures PHY informa-

ion such as RSSI and transmission rate. Although MU-MIMO data

ackets cannot be captured due to the hardware limitation, we can

nfer most of the operations with control and management frames.

y analyzing these frames, we extract following information. 

(i) Precise transmission rate and error rate: 802.11ac uses Ack

and BlockAck mechanisms that contain the sequence num-

ber of data packets. We can measure the exact transmission

rate at the frame level by counting the changes of the se-

quence number. 

(ii) MIMO transmission mode: as discussed in Section 2 , an AP

groups multiple clients and measures wireless channel to

each client for MU-MIMO transmissions. By extracting the

sequence of channel sounding frames, we discover which

transmission mode (SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO) the AP used. 
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Fig. 3. Network configuration. 

Fig. 4. Indoor classroom environment. 

Fig. 5. Outdoor open environment. 
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(iii) User grouping operation: AP sets the group membership and

user position for each client using the group ID management

frame, and uses this group information for subsequent MU-

MIMO transmissions. By extracting these frames and channel

sounding sequence, we can infer the user grouping policy of

the AP. 

(iv) Correlation between the clients: clients feed wireless chan-

nel information, including SNR and V-matrix per sub-carrier

to the AP. The similarity of the V-matrix represents the cor-

relation between the clients [4] . 

(v) Channel sounding overhead: the overhead can be calculated

through measuring the size and time occupancy of the chan-

nel sounding packets. 

3.3.3. Wi-Fi driver log on client devices 

Once user grouping is performed, the AP informs each client

the number of spatial streams to send and the MCS index to mod-

ulate the data. Knowledge of these parameters is significant for an-
lyzing WLAN performance. We obtain this information from the

lient device by printing the Wi-Fi driver log to the Android kernel

essage (kmsg). From the kernel driver source code, we discovered

hat the Wi-Fi firmware on Mobile1 indicates its PHY information

o the Wi-Fi driver every three seconds. Although the reporting in-

erval is large, this data is still useful for result analysis. 

. Experimental results & analysis 

We present the experimental results and analysis. We measured

ownlink user application throughput in various network environ-

ents to evaluate how much throughput is increased by applying

U-MIMO to commercial devices compared to SU-MIMO. We then

nalyze the result and highlight the limitations of current commer-

ial WLAN deployments. 
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for the SU vs. MU. 

Fig. 7. Throughput comparison between SU- and MU-MIMO. 
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.1. Throughput 

We placed an AP and six clients as shown in Fig. 6 and gen-

rated UDP traffic with the rate of 50 Mb/s and 100 Mb/s

er client. We measured aggregate user throughput of SU-MIMO

nd MU-MIMO, respectively. Through sniffer log analysis, we
Fig. 8. Real time throug
bserved that the AP sent data packets to two or three clients

imultaneously during MU-MIMO transmissions. However, over- 

ll MU-MIMO throughput was surprisingly lower than SU-MIMO

 Fig. 7 ). We repeated the same experiments with changing the po-

ition of the clients and the size of the experimental space (1–3

oom), but MU-MIMO throughput was consistently lower than SU-

IMO. In addition, when we analyzed the real-time throughput of

ach client ( Fig. 8 ), MU-MIMO transmission was very unstable with

igh fluctuations compared to SU-MIMO; four clients even experi-

nced zero throughput for several seconds during MU-MIMO trans-

ission ( Fig. 8 (b)). 

This poor MU-MIMO performance result is contrary to the re-

ults from previous studies [3,4] . The biggest difference of our ex-

eriments from previous studies is that we used 2 × 2 antenna-

nabled clients, as opposed to 1 × 1. With 2 × 2 clients, the number

f data streams simultaneously transmitted by the AP increases by

ne or two compared to when only 1 × 1 clients exist. It is also

wice as large as the SU-MIMO transmission mode. Therefore, MU-

IMO throughput gain should be positive in our environment as

ell. 

We thus conducted additional experiments to further analyze

his phenomenon. We placed an AP and clients as shown in Fig. 9

nd generated UDP traffic with the rate of 200 Mb/s per client. In

his experiment, we used only three clients to reduce the overhead

aused by channel sounding and user grouping. We first placed

hree 2 × 2 clients and changed their antenna setting from 2 × 2

o 1 × 1 one by one so that the number of spatial streams the

P simultaneously transmits is gradually reduced. That is, the total

umber of spatial streams is four in the first experiment, and then

wo or three in the fourth experiment. 
hput comparison. 
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20m

8m

Room 1 Room 2

Fig. 9. Experiment setup with 1 × 1 clients. 

Fig. 10. MU-MIMO throughput with different antenna configuration, where N × N is 

the transmit and receive chain supported in clients and the numbers in parentheses 

indicate the number of clients corresponding to the configuration. 

Fig. 11. Throughput comparison between SU- and MU-MIMO with 1 × 1 clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Channel occupation ratio (%) of the channel sounding frames 

with different number of clients. 

Number of clients 2 3 4 10 

Channel occupation ratio (%) 1.6 5.4 9.2 16.3 

Table 4 

Channel occupation ratio (%) of the channel sounding frames 

with different sending rates. 

Sending rate (Mb/s) 100 200 500 700 

Channel occupation ratio(%) 1.1 16.3 13.9 11 
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We observe in Fig. 10 that the aggregate throughput increases

as the number of receive antennas decreases with the same num-

ber of clients. We then placed two or three 1 × 1 clients to the

same position in Fig. 9 and measured MU-MIMO and SU-MIMO

throughput. As shown in Fig. 11 , MU-MIMO throughput was bet-

ter than SU-MIMO, with the gain rate of about 1.15. SU-MIMO

throughput shown in Fig. 11 was the maximum throughput that

can be achieved in this experiment setup as the theoretical rate

of a single stream is 433 Mb/s, and the maximum through-

put of the Mobile1 device was about 350 Mb/s with the single

antenna configuration. MU-MIMO throughput exceeds the maxi-

mum achievable throughput of SU-MIMO, although the gain was

small. Through additional experiments, we observed that MU-

MIMO throughput increased up to 478 Mb/s in our experiment

setup, and the MU-MIMO gain was about 1.38. 

Although our experiment results could not represent the Wi-Fi

performance in all environments, it is clear that MU-MIMO perfor-

mance is significantly influenced by the number of spatial streams

of the clients and MU-MIMO has positive throughput gain over SU-

MIMO only in limited conditions. The result of Figs. 7 and 10 in

particular contradict common expectations. This is a very critical

problem as most current smartphones and laptops supporting MU-

MIMO in the market are equipped with two antennas. 

In the following sections, we analyze the factors that affect MU-

MIMO performance and identify what are the major issues causing

below expectation performance. 
.2. Channel sounding overhead 

For MIMO transmissions, an AP has to measure the wireless

hannel state for each client. During channel measurement, data

ommunication cannot occur concurrently, and thus large mea-

urement overhead directly results in poor throughput. In addi-

ion, as the control and management frames are transmitted us-

ng low and reliable rates, frequent measurements would consume

recious wireless channel. 

In MU-MIMO, managing channel sounding overhead is a major

hallenge; the size of a feedback frame is up to 1.7 × larger than

hat of SU-MIMO, and an AP must collect the feedback from mul-

iple clients at once. Moreover, the AP measures the channel state

ore frequently due to its high sensitivity to the channel state

ariations. We thus empirically measured how large the channel

ounding overhead is. 

We extracted the channel sounding frames from the sniffer log

escribed in Section 3.3.2 and summed up the difference of the

aptured time between NDPA and the compressed beamforming

eedback frame of the last beamformee ( Fig. 12 ). We could not

easure the duration of NDPA frame due to the absence of a ref-

rence point to calculate the time difference, but it is negligible as

ts frame size is small compared to the feedback frames. 

We measured the channel sounding overhead as the number

f clients and the traffic rate increased. Table 3 shows the maxi-

um channel sounding overhead when two, three, four, and ten

lients are present. Table 4 shows the sounding overhead of dif-

erent sending rates in the ten clients case. As the number of

lients increases, the channel sounding overhead (air time occu-

ation) also increases. It increased up to 16.3% with ten client de-

ices. However, channel sounding overhead was not proportional

o the sending rate. When the overall sending rate was lower than

00 Mb/s, the overhead was very low (1.1%) as AP performed SU-

IMO. When the sending rate was 200 Mb/s or higher, the AP

erformed MU-MIMO transmissions and the overhead exceeded

0%. Interestingly, the maximum occupation occurred when the

verall sending rate was 200 Mb/s. This could depend on the algo-

ithm used by the chipset manufacturer, and we infer that the AP

easured the channel more frequently because there exists more

hannel idle time. 

One might argue that the channel sounding overhead was not a

ajor culprit of low throughput in our experiments. Note however

hat the overhead was measured at a static environment. In typical

ndoor office/campus environments where people (and mobile de-

ices) move, an AP has to perform channel sounding more often to

dapt to the change of the channel condition. In our experiment,

ne channel sounding took about 1.7 ms with 117 Mb/s transmis-

ion rate and 2.4 ms with 29.5 Mb/s rate, which is similar to the

uration of a burst transmission of an A-MPDU. It suggests that the

verhead could be increased up to about 50% of the wireless chan-

el occupation at the worst case if the AP does not control channel
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Fig. 12. Measurement of the air time occupation of channel sounding frames. 

Table 5 

Predefined group information in Model E AP, where P x is the user 

position assigned by the AP and C x indicates clients. 

Group ID P0 P1 P2 P3 

Group 1 C1, C5 C2, C6 C3 C4 

Group 2 C1, C3 C2, C4 C5 C6 

Group 3 C1, C2 C3, C4 C5, C6 

Group 4 C1, C3, C5 C2, C4, C6 

Group 5 C1, C2, C5, C6 C3, C4 

Group 6 C1, C2, C3, C4 C5, C6 

Group 7 C1, C3, C5 C2, C4, C6 

Group 8 C1, C2, C5, C6 C3, C4 

Group 9 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 

Group 10 C1, C2 ,C3, C4 C5, C6 

Group 11 C1, C3, C5 C2, C4, C6 

Group 12 C1, C2, C5, C6 C3, C4 

Group 13 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 

Group 14 C1, C2, C3, C4 C5, C6 

Group 15 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 
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Fig. 13. Experiment setup for user grouping. 
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ounding overhead. This long channel sounding duration not only

imits throughput but also prevents correct user grouping. 

.3. User grouping 

Most current commercial APs can simultaneously transmit data

o up to three clients. When a network has more than three clients,

n AP must select and group the clients. Grouping clients is one

f the most important features that the manufacturers must con-

ider to maximize MU–MIMO performance. When the AP does not

nd the best combination of clients, interference between spatial

treams increases and network performance suffers. The 802.11ac

tandard does not define the grouping method, and thus each

hipset manufacturer develops its own algorithm. 

We analyze the user grouping behavior by extracting the group

nformation from the control and management frames exchanged

etween the AP and the clients. That is, we capture the group

D management action frame to infer the AP’s group management

olicy (see Section 2.2.3 ). We also investigate the channel sound-

ng sequence and the BlockAck frames to identify which group the

P sends data to. 

We found Vendor3’s Model E AP uses a predefined group

 Table 5 ). The AP activates 15 groups when there is at least one

U-MIMO client and sets the user position with a predefined or-

er. For example, if one client (C1) associates to the AP, it is as-

igned to position 0 of all 15 groups. If another client (C2) asso-

iates to the AP, it is assigned to position 0 or 1 of all 15 groups.

hat is, the AP assigns all clients to all groups, as shown in Ta-

le. 5 . The AP retransmitted the group ID management frame to a

lient when it moved, but it did not change the membership status

nd the position array. 

This allocation scheme covers all the combinations according

o the number of stream. Specifically, as there are one to four
vailable streams and six users in this example, the total combi-

ations can be represented as 6 C 1 + 

6 C 2 + 

6 C 3 + 

6 C 4 . The predefined

able covers all the combinations. For example, when the AP de-

ides to send three streams to C1, C3, and C4, the AP uses Group 1

nd matches P0 for C1, P2 for C3, and P3 for C4 (does not use P1).

hat is, this AP can select a proper group among multiple candi-

ates. Note that this operation is Chipset1-B specific. Chipset3 and

hipset4 use one group while Chipset2 uses nine groups by de-

ault. 

When we generated UDP traffic, the AP transmitted data after

electing two or three clients in each group. To check how the AP

elects the clients, we first placed three clients in each of the two

lassrooms ( Fig. 13 (a)) and counted the number of two client pairs

t each MU-MIMO transmission. We then changed the location of

our clients ( Fig. 13 (b)) and measured the number of two client

airs. Table 6 shows the result of this experiment. In Fig. 13 (a)

nvironment, the number of transmissions to C1–C2, C2–C3, and

1–C3 pairs was the greatest. On the other hand, in Fig. 13 (b) en-

ironment, the number of transmissions to C1–C4, C4–C6, and C1–

6 pairs was the greatest. This indicates that the AP changed the

lient combination based on channel conditions. However, this be-

avior resulted in poor fairness. Channel capacity was concentrated

n top three devices. As a result, the aggregate throughput of other

lients was only about 10 Mb/s despite the 300 Mb/s traffic rate.

n addition, there are many non-dominant pairs despite being in a

tatic environment. For example, in Fig. 13 (a) environment, C2 was

rouped 1244 times with clients other than C1 and C3, which is

imilar to the number of dominant (C1–C2 or C2–C3) pairs, while

6 was evenly grouped with all other clients. 

From our experiment result, we infer that the criterion the

ommercial APs use for user grouping is inaccurate. The AP must

easure the channel state for all clients at the same time to dis-
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Table 6 

The number of two client pairs during MU-MIMO transmis- 

sions. 

With the original placement. 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

C1 – 1274 1983 1235 306 303 

C2 – – 1519 441 327 476 

C3 – – – 1215 381 413 

C4 – – – – 203 299 

C5 – — – – – 248 

C6 – – – – – –

With the changed placement. 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

C1 – 472 118 1898 248 3299 

C2 – – 27 297 114 662 

C3 – – – 73 46 104 

C4 – – – – 161 2121 

C5 – – – – – 356 

C6 – – – – – –
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cover the optimal combination of clients. However in practice, re-

ceiving feedback from all clients at every channel measurement

not only causes large sounding overhead but also degrades per-

formance due to the delayed channel response. We found that all

commercial APs in our experiments involved up to three clients for

a single channel measurement, and therefore many measurement

cycles are required to measure all clients. For example, 120 mea-

surements are needed for 10 clients, which takes about 288 ms. It

is clearly not feasible to measure the entire channel within a chan-

nel coherence time using this channel sounding method. If the AP

measures all clients for every channel sounding, this time could

be reduced. However, as it is possible for APs to transmit concur-

rently to up to only three clients, collecting feedback from every

client for every data transfer could be excessive. Besides, the over-

head increases linearly with the number of clients, which results

in overdue channel state information for the duration of collecting

the feedback. Therefore, the AP needs to rely on partial channel

information when grouping users. 

4.4. Environmental impact 

Wireless communication is highly influenced by the environ-

ment due to the physical characteristics of the RF signals [33] . In

particular, when a radio signal propagates indoors, replicated sig-

nals are generated on many multiple paths. WLAN has used this

property to increase SNR at the receiver since 802.11n and also

in 802.11ac. MU-MIMO exploits the difference of the propagation

paths between an AP and the clients, as the path to each client

exhibits different channel states based on position [21] . Therefore,

the surroundings of where the AP and the clients are located, and

their placement have a significant impact on performance. Theo-

retically, the performance is better when the wireless channel to

each client is sufficiently different from other clients. We thus in-

vestigate the impact of the environment on Wi-Fi throughput and

how the commercial AP copes with the environmental effect. 

We measured MU-MIMO and SU-MIMO throughput in indoor

( Fig. 14 ) and outdoor ( Fig. 5 ) environments. In this experiment, we

used only two clients to eliminate the effects of channel sound-

ing and user grouping. The first four experiments (Env.1 ∼ 4) were

conducted in a single room with changing the location of the ob-

stacles. We located the obstacles considering SNR and presence of

a line-of-sight (LoS) path. For example, Env.1 has high SNR and

low channel difference. Env.2 is an environment where the SNR

of a client is lower than another, and the channel difference is

higher than that of Env.1. Env.4 has the highest SNR and the low-

est channel difference among the four environments. Env.5 and 6
ere conducted in two classrooms to create a large channel differ-

nce. We placed one client device in each classroom. In addition,

e measured Wi-Fi throughout in an outdoor open space without

ny objects. In this outdoor open environment, only the angle-of-

rrival (AoA) and angle-of-departure (AoD) diversity caused by the

P’s antenna arrangement and the clients’ location would cause

hannel quality differences to different clients. Furthermore, the

verage SNR in open space was about 12 dB lower than in indoor

nvironment due to the lack of the multipath signals. Average SNR

eported by the clients through channel sounding feedback was

bout 43 dB in Env.1, 37 dB in Env.5, and 31 dB in open space. 

The aggregate throughput of MU-MIMO and SU-MIMO mea-

ured at these different environments are shown in Fig. 15 . The

otal UDP sending rate in these experiments was 700 Mb/s. Sim-

lar to previous experimental results, MU-MIMO was always out-

erformed by SU-MIMO. SU-MIMO throughput was proportional

o SNR throughout our experiments and the throughput was high

hen an LoS path exists. When there are more obstacles block-

ng the LoS path, the aggregate throughput suffered (Env.1 −3). In

nv.1 and 4 where SNR was the highest, the aggregate throughput

eached the maximum achievable throughput. 

On the other hand, with MU-MIMO, only having high SNR did

ot result in higher throughput; the aggregate throughput when

locking only one LoS path (Env.2) was higher than when there

ere all LoS paths (Env.1) or only non-LoS paths (Env.3) for two

lients. That is, MU-MIMO throughput was influenced more by the

hannel state difference between the clients. However, as we see

rom Env5’s throughput, only having large channel difference did

ot result in higher throughput. MU-MIMO throughput was the

est in Env.6, which had large channel difference and high SNR due

o the guard walls. In Env.4, the AP actually transmitted data in SU-

IMO mode. That is, both large channel difference and high SNR are

equired for high MU-MIMO performance . This result shows that in

U-MIMO, we could not expect high throughput when we locate

ur mobile device close to the AP. In an open space, SU-MIMO and

U-MIMO throughput were the lowest as SNR was low and the

hannel difference between the clients was small. 

We also observed that MU-MIMO throughput improved up to

60 Mb/s by simply adding three guards (Env.5 and 6). This differ-

nce is much higher than with SU-MIMO. This result indicates that

U-MIMO has a larger variation than SU-MIMO due to the spatial

hanges and users. We therefore cannot expect stable throughput

n environments where channel state is dynamically changed by

he movement of users and mobile devices. 

In typical WLAN deployments, APs are installed on a ceiling or

op of a wall to provide a better signal to clients. The AP thus has

 LoS path with most clients within the area, which could bene-

t SU-MIMO, but not MU-MIMO. Although the MU-MIMO perfor-

ance does not depend solely on the LoS path, this consideration

s necessary when deploying MU-MIMO. In our experiment for ex-

mple, simply blocking the LoS path increased MU-MIMO through-

ut by 80 Mb/s. 

.5. Transmission mode selection 

MU-MIMO capable APs must determine the optimal transmis-

ion mode (SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO) based on channel conditions.

owever, we observed in Section 4.4 that Model E AP main-

ained MU-MIMO transmissions in most environments even when

t would clearly be better to use SU-MIMO. In our experiments,

odel E AP selected the SU-MIMO mode only in Env.4, and used

U-MIMO in all other experiments even when the throughput was

p to 180 Mb/s lower than SU-MIMO. For further analysis, we in-

estigate the transmission mode selection behavior of Model E AP

nd provide a theoretical analysis of the challenges in mode selec-

ion for the APs. 
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Fig. 14. Experiment setup for a multipath effect. 

Fig. 15. Aggregate throughput at each experimental setting in indoor and outdoor environments. 

Fig. 16. Aggregate throughput and transmission mode in the Env.4 experiment. 
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Fig. 16 shows the aggregate throughput and transmission mode

n Env.4. The AP changed the transmission mode several times at

rst, and then kept the SU-MIMO mode. The AP switched to MU-

IMO but soon switched back to SU-MIMO. The AP repeated this

ehavior every five seconds. We investigated the number of trans-

itted frames and the frame error rate by analyzing the Block-

ck frames ( Fig. 17 ). Before the AP switched to MU-MIMO, the

ata rate reached the maximum achievable throughput and SNR

as constant over time. The AP might have switched to MU-

IMO for efficient channel utilization as the channel state was

table, or simply for a trial. However, after the transition to MU-

IMO, the frame error rate sharply increased. The AP tried sev-

ral transmissions with short-period channel sounding, and finally

witched back to SU-MIMO within 0.3 s. The error rate decreased
mmediately after switching to SU-MIMO. Due to the repeated

ransition overhead, the throughput was 26 Mb/s lower than

ransmitting only in SU-MIMO mode. 

At other experiments, the error rate did not increase as sharply

s in Env.4, and the AP kept the MU-MIMO transmission mode

espite the low throughput. From these behaviors, we infer that

odel E AP determines the transmission mode using a trial-and-

rror method based on packet error rate, without estimating the

apacity of the channel. That is, as the AP does not know which

ransmission mode is better, it could make a wrong decision that

esults in lower throughput. 

Accurate channel capacity estimation is required for transmis-

ion mode selection. It is known that the channel capacity can

e estimated using the Shannon–Hartley theorem, singular values,
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Fig. 17. Frame rate during the transmission mode changes in the Env.4 experiment. 

Fig. 18. SNR distribution in the Env.5 experiment. 
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and interference as described in Section 2.3 . We first check the

Shannon–Hartley theorem based on our experiment data. In Eq. 6 ,

the determinant of HH 

H is expressed as the determinant of the

square of the singular value matrix Eq. 9 ). Meanwhile, the singular

values are delivered to the AP through the beamforming feedback

in the form of SNR ( Eqs. 5 and (10) . Therefore, the capacity can be

estimated by using SNR feedback. 

H H 

H = U SV 

H V SU 

H = U S 2 U 

H 

∴ det(H H 

H ) = det(U S 2 U 

H ) = det(S 2 ) , 
(9)

‖ HV ‖ 

2 = ‖ USV 

H V ‖ 

2 = ‖ US‖ 

2 = ‖ S‖ 

2 . (10)

However, the AP cannot directly estimate the channel capac-

ity using SNR from the clients, as they are singular values of each

client’s channel matrix, not the entire channel matrix H . Further-

more, as the Shannon–Hartley capacity predicts the theoretical

maximum value simply based on the power level, it is inadequate

to accurately predict the capacity. 

The rank indicator and the condition number (see Section 2.3 )

are not suitable for capacity estimation for the same reason. For

example in Fig. 18 , the SNR of the four streams is high at the 120th

sub-carrier, and the ratio of the largest SNR to the smallest SNR is

close to one, but this does not mean that it is in good channel state

for MU-MIMO; the SNRs are derived by the SVD of the individual

channel matrix H in each client, not the entire channel matrix H . 

Knowing the level of interference between the clients would

be more helpful in estimating the channel capacity in MU-MIMO.

However, there is no way for clients to measure the interference by

other streams toward other clients, and thus clients’ feedback does

not contain interference information. Therefore, the APs must esti-

mate interference from the correlation between individual clients’

feedback. However, simply using signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratio (SINR) instead of SNR in the Shannon–Hartley theorem does

not result in accurate capacity estimation as it also uses only the

power level to estimate the capacity. 

Therefore, due to its fundamental limitations, existing chan-

nel capacity estimation methods are not suitable for transmission
ode selection. Commercial APs thus have no choice but to use

rial-and-error based on throughput or PER, which results in poor

ode selection and switching. Moreover, a finer-grained control of

ode switching threshold is needed to limit wrong transmission

ode selections. 

.6. Adjusting the number of streams 

The number of permitted spatial streams (NSS) in a wireless

hannel is based on the channel state. An AP selects the clients

nd notify them of how many spatial streams the AP sends by

sing the PHY header of each data frame. The APs might adjust

he number of streams based on the channel state, but as we ob-

erved in Section 4.1 , the throughput with 1 × 1 clients was higher

han with 2 × 2 clients ( Fig. 10 ). It suggests that the AP did not

djust NSS; otherwise, the aggregate throughput for 2 × 2 clients

ould be similar to the throughput for 1 × 1 clients by sending

ne stream to each client. 

In order to evaluate whether the APs adjust the number of

treams, we modified the Wi-Fi driver of Mobile1 smartphone to

xtract the number of received streams. We found that Model E AP

lways transmitted four streams to 2 × 2 clients during MU-MIMO

ransmission even when there were severe interference. It means

hipset1-B, the Wi-Fi chipset of Model E AP, did not adjust the

umber of streams depending on the channel state. However, this

act does not mean that the AP is incapable of adjusting the NSS,

s the AP can send data to a group containing three 2 × 2 clients.

t might rather be due to improper threshold value for adjusting

he number of streams. 

We also discovered that except for Chipset1-A and Chipset1-B,

one of the chipsets we experimented with activated MU-MIMO

hen there were only two antennas-enabled clients, even though

ome are capable of transmitting four spatial streams. If we placed

nly 1 × 1 clients or mixed 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 clients in the network,

he APs performed MU-MIMO transmissions. Therefore, these APs

ight not have the functionality of adjusting the NSS. This
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unctionality is quite critical for MU-MIMO performance, and we

ope these APs will have it implemented in their next release. 

.7. Other factors 

In addition to the issues discussed above, we observed two

ore factors that degrade MU-MIMO user throughput. One is the

ocket buffer size in application. The application using wireless

etwork needs to allocate proper socket buffer size based on the

ink status. When we used the default socket buffer size of iperf

244 KB), the throughput for single client device did not reach

00 Mb/s. When changed to 3 MB, the throughput reached

00 Mb/s. A large buffer is required for high throughput in wire-

ess networks with unstable channel quality, but it might be costly

or the server to allocate large buffer to all clients. 

Another is rate adaptation. From the Wi-Fi driver log in the

lients, we observed the AP transmitted data using high modu-

ation schemes with MCS 7 − 9, despite the high error rate. The

NR values the clients reported to the AP was high enough to use

igh MCS, but interference was also high. Transmitting data us-

ng a high modulation scheme in a noisy environment leads to

e-transmissions, which results in lower throughput. Commercial

hipset and AP vendors should reconsider their rate selection algo-

ithm, as well as estimating noise and interference. 

. Discussion 

MU-MIMO that simultaneously transmits to multiple wireless

evices is a breakthrough technology. It enhances channel effi-

iency and increases the network capacity. However, our exper-

ment results show that current commercial MU-MIMO devices

o not fulfill the theoretical potential, and in fact, often yielded

oor throughput compared with SU-MIMO. We discuss practical is-

ues, challenges and recent research effort in achieving very high

hroughput WLAN. 

As shown in Section 4.4 , MU-MIMO is very sensitive to the en-

ironment, including where the wireless devices are placed. In ad-

ition to the dynamic changes of the channel condition, variations

ue to spatial structures also pose a challenge. As WLANs cannot

ompletely eliminate the effects of physical constraints caused by

he spatial characteristics such as path loss and fading, they must

ccurately measure the characteristics of a given environment and

aximize the performance with optimal configuration settings and

lgorithms. 

In order to account for the environmental effect, APs rely

n channel sounding measurements. However, as elaborated in

ections 4.2 and 4.3 , channel sounding overhead could degrade

hroughput and become the bottleneck of efficient user grouping.

he issue is more severe in MU-MIMO as the required channel

ounding overhead increases with the number of clients. There

ave been effort s in minimizing channel sounding overhead with-

ut compromising the feedback quality [8,34] . A recent approach

re-sounds the environment to remove the channel sounding over-

ead [7] , but it is vulnerable to environmental changes. Another

pproach is to estimate the entire channel by extrapolating a small

umber of channel measurements [35] . Although it requires the re-

eivers to have the precoding matrix, it significantly reduces the

hannel sounding overhead. An alternative is to use implicit feed-

ack instead of explicit feedback. Implicit feedback leverages chan-

el reciprocity between the uplink and the downlink, to estimate

he downlink quality without receiving a large amount of feedback

rom clients. With the recent trend of increasing number of avail-

ble antennas, such as 5G massive MIMO [36] and 802.11ax [37] ,

e believe implicit feedback could be a viable solution moving for-

ard for sounding overhead reduction and user grouping. 
In addition to the channel sounding overhead, computational

verhead for user grouping also remains as an issue. It is a sig-

ificant overhead to not only consider a large number of possible

ombinations of a clients group, but it is also a complex math-

matical operation to check the orthogonality among the clients.

he required processing time of an exhaustive search for a four

ntenna AP and 20 clients exceeds 100 ms with an Intel Xeon

6 cores machine [38] . To reduce such computational workload,

ub-optimal user grouping algorithms have been adopted a greedy

pproach [39,40] or graph theory [41] to select user group can-

idates in low complexity. Recent proposals [4,38] pre-divide the

ser groups based on the capabilities and functionalities of client

evices. They also utilize additional high computational resource.

onetheless, simply the decompression of V-matrix for 10 clients

ook 23.4 ms (10 μs × 10 users × 234 sub-carriers) [4] , which ex-

eeds the channel coherence time of a mobile (1.5 m/s) user [38] . 

Our experiments showed that the AP not being able to accu-

ately estimate channel capacity is the main culprit of poor MU-

IMO performance. To achieve high throughput, the APs must find

he optimal settings for the clients group, the transmission mode,

nd the number of streams; all these selections require an accurate

stimation of the achievable data rate based on channel state. Ex-

sting SNR-based approaches should not be applied in MU-MIMO

ue to inaccuracy. Thus, a new channel metric is needed. 

Another issue that must be solved is the difficulty in obtain-

ng the state of the entire wireless channel and the correlation be-

ween the clients. Note that Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multi-

le Access (OFDMA) that allocates specific sub-carrier sets to each

lient, is a new feature in the 802.11ax amendment, and could be

n alternative to increasing user throughput by improving channel

fficiency. 

. Conclusion 

We conducted an empirical study on the latest WLAN specifica-

ion and evaluated the user throughput achieved with commercial

U-MIMO devices in various network environments. We showed

hat current implementation of MU-MIMO in commercial devices

oes not increase the user throughput compared with SU-MIMO

ainly due to (i) the inability of measuring channel state infor-

ation within a channel coherence time and (ii) the difficulty of

ccurately estimating the channel capacity from individual clients’

hannel feedback. We also found that channel sounding overhead

an be increased up to 50% of the total channel occupancy time,

nd that MU-MIMO performance is greatly influenced by environ-

ental factors. We believe this study helps researchers and practi-

ioners to understand the main issues of current performance of

U-MIMO and together solve research challenges that could be

pplied to practical deployments. 
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